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a b s t r a c t

We perform micro-PIV measurements in micromodels using very simple optical equipment combined with

efficient image acquisition and processing. The pore-scale velocity distributions are obtained for single-phase

flow in porous media with a typical pore size of 5–40 μm at a resolution of 1.8 μm × 1.8 μm vector grid. Be-

cause the application of micro-PIV in micromodels is not standard, extensive effort is invested into validation

of the experimental technique. The micro-PIV measurements are in very good agreement with numerical sim-

ulations of single-phase flows, for which the modeling is well established once the detailed pore geometry

is specified and therefore serves as a reference. The experimental setup is then used with confidence to in-

vestigate the dynamics of immiscible two-phase flow in micromodels that represent natural complex porous

media (e.g., sandstone). For unstable immiscible two-phase flow experiments, micro-PIV measurements in-

dicate that the flow is highly oscillatory long before the arrival of the invading interface. The dynamics are

accompanied with abrupt changes of velocity magnitude and flow direction, and interfacial jumps. Follow-

ing the passage of the front, dissipative events, such as eddies within the aqueous phase, are observed in

the micro-PIV results. These observations of complex interface dynamics at the pore scale motivate further

measurement of multiphase fluid movement at the sub-pore scale and requisite modeling.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Detailed understanding of the underlying physics of immiscible

wo-phase flow in porous media is of great importance in many ar-

as of applied science and engineering including hydro-geology [62],

eservoir engineering [18], and CO2 sequestration [52]. Interest also

xtends to manufactured porous materials such as fuel cells [31], nu-

lear safety devices [59], and distillation columns [63]. For exam-

le, a fundamental understanding of the displacement mechanisms

f a more viscous fluid by a less viscous fluid is critical to optimal

ydrocarbon recovery and subsurface storage of CO2 [72]. In large-

cale subsurface flow processes, the behavior is a strong function of

he physical and chemical properties of both the injected and resi-

ent fluids (viscosity, interfacial tension, density, solubility) and to

he porous medium itself (pore size, permeability distribution, wet-

ability of the solid surface, and so on). The competition between the

apillary, gravity and viscous forces can lead to highly unstable flow

esulting in fingering. These instabilities are the least understood and

east predictable phenomena in porous media physics [13].
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Previous studies of unstable two-phase flow at the core-scale

7] have demonstrated that these processes are not described

dequately by the standard two-phase extension of Darcy’s law [43].

his is not surprising given that this Darcy-based approach relies on

ery strong assumptions, including scale separation between the lo-

al events and the large-scale phenomena as well as that the shear

tress exerted at the non-wetting/wetting fluid interface has no im-

act on the large-scale behavior [71]. More importantly, the standard

ultiphase approach assumes that the fluid–fluid interface is locally

table at the pore-scale [40]. Observation of immiscible two-phase

ows in porous media often includes complex mechanisms that span

ultiple length and time scales. On the one hand, macroscopic phe-

omena influence the local velocities; on the other hand, pore-scale

nterfacial events affect the large-scale patterns considerably. It is

ell established that the interface between two immiscible fluids is

ransported by abrupt jumps, the so-called Haines jumps [25]. Over

he last several decades, it has been demonstrated that these rapid

ore-scale events are essential and that they account for a significant

raction of the energy dissipation in the system [42]. Moreover, it has

een shown experimentally [11,41] and numerically [6,23] that these

umps reach velocities that are orders of magnitude larger than the

ean injection velocities. It has been suggested that such inertial ef-

ects that accompany the jumps, completely dictate the invasion pat-

erns [23], and thus, the emerging large-scale behaviors. The origins
of immiscible two-phase flow in micromodels, Advances in Water
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and consequences of these local interfacial processes on large-scale

flow in complex porous media remain largely unexplored.

Despite recent great improvements in computational fluid dy-

namics (CFD) techniques, it is still challenging to model accurately

the dynamics of the interface between two immiscible fluids in the

pore space at low capillary numbers. For example, interface capturing

techniques, such as the Volume of Fluid [26], or Level Set [65] meth-

ods, still suffer from spurious currents introduced during the com-

putation of the curvature of the interface. In capillary driven flows,

these ‘parasitic’ velocities can become more important than the phys-

ical interface dynamics and lead to completely unphysical invasion

patterns. Some authors have applied filtering techniques to minimize

the impact of spurious currents [24,30,49]. As demonstrated by the

recent experimental work of Moebius and Or [41] and emphasized

here, the interface motion is highly complex and one has to be sure

that such filtering techniques do not lead to wrong conclusions about

the physics associated with multiphase flow. Another challenging as-

pect of the numerical modeling of two-phase flow in porous media

concerns the representation of the contact-line dynamics at the solid

walls. The scales associated with such contact lines are measured in

nanometers, which is extremely expensive in CFD simulations. In-

stead, a cut-off size is usually employed, and the real contact angle

formed by the two-phases and the solid is up-scaled to the numerical

simulation scale [19]. It has been shown that the velocity of the inter-

face near the contact line depends significantly on the model describ-

ing the contact angle [34,64]. Accurate measurements of multiphase

flow in complex natural porous media are needed to compare these

multiphase pore-scale simulators with reference data.

Experiments in simplified two-dimensional porous media, i.e.,

micromodels that provide direct observations at the pore level [14]

are used to develop a detailed understanding of the flow dynamics in

complex pore spaces. In these experiments, a silicon wafer is gener-

ally used, in which the image of the pore network is etched to a cer-

tain depth and bonded to a glass plate to form the micromodel [51].

Reference experimental studies in micromodels of the displacement

mechanisms of one fluid by another were performed by Lenormand

et al. [36,37] in rectangular ducts. For drainage displacements, i.e. a

non-wetting fluid such as oil displacing a wetting fluid such as water,

they identified three major flow regimes (viscous fingering, capillary

fingering, and stable displacement) according to the capillary num-

ber and viscosity ratio [35]. These early works have been extended

to micromodels of realistic pore patterns, which are particularly

interesting to understand subsurface flow processes. The current

micromodels can represent pore throats as narrow as several mi-

crometers. Extrapolation of micromodel results to 3D systems must

be performed carefully of course; nevertheless, micromodels are

an excellent tool for visualizing fluid movements in complex pore

geometries [15].

In order to focus on the dynamics of two-phase flows in micro-

models, the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique is used here

to obtain instantaneous velocity measurements. This optical method

of flow visualization is based on the detection of tracer particles in

the flow field. The motion of the seeded particles is used to calcu-

late the velocity field. This technique allows for quantitative com-

parisons between experimental and numerical data. In the context of

microfluidics, in 1998, Santiago et al. [58] introduced micro-Particle

Image Velocimetry (micro-PIV) that uses a microscope, micron-sized

particles, and a CCD camera to record high-resolution particle-image

fields, where the velocity field is calculated by cross-correlating

the acquired images [39]. Micro-PIV systems generally use com-

plex and expensive optical systems, including a laser, tracer fluo-

rescing particles, an epifluorescent microscope, a high-speed cam-

era for observation, and optical filters to block the non-fluorescent

light disturbances. A recent study has shown the use of two cam-

eras to image the two-immiscible fluids separately using spectral

separation [11].
Please cite this article as: S. Roman et al., Particle velocimetry analysis
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Problems and difficulties faced by performing micro-PIV measure-

ents are numerous, and they must be dealt with using particular

ttention. Notably, the micro-particles should follow, but not disturb,

he flow field [39]. Moreover, light originating from the channel walls

nd other disturbances have to be blocked, or removed, in order to

ollect only the light originating from the tracer particles. Moreover,

icro-PIV experiments suffer from low particle image concentration

nd errors due to Brownian motion [39]. Thus, it is essential to choose

arefully all the parameters for a micro-PIV measurement: illumina-

ion, seeding, optics, implementation of the PIV algorithms, and so

n. It is well known that velocimetry measurements may produce re-

ults that are not representative of the actual properties of the flow

53], and that they must be validated before they can be used with

onfidence. The quality of PIV measurements is closely connected to

ow it is implemented and the data is processed and analyzed. For

he study of flow in complex natural porous media, however, it is

ifficult to satisfy the “ideal” conditions for the implementation of

he technique. For these reasons, validation of our approach is em-

hasized in this paper. Velocimetry measurements were validated by

onfirming the parabolic Poiseuille flow profile within a square cap-

llary [21], but there are no convincing validation exercises for the

ore complex pore geometries and velocity distributions of interest

n natural porous formations where there is converging and diverg-

ng pore space and networks of pore space with variable connectivity

mong different pores.

There have been several recent studies related to the micro-PIV

echnique in porous media [11,12,16,21,60]. Chen [16] reported a vec-

or grid of 12 μm × 6 μm in a high-porosity etched-silicon micro-

odel, the grains are 40 μm-diameter cylinders arranged with a

pacing of 60 μm from center to center. Sen et al. [60] measured the

elocity field of single phase flow in a 3D glass bead micromodel for

ore sizes ranging from 10 to 50 μm with velocity vectors distributed

nto a grid of 11 μm × 11 μm. Blois et al. [11] investigated two-phase

ow in a 2D micromodel made of cylinders of 300 μm diameter,

nd they measured the velocity distribution at the interface of both

hases. They were able to obtain a vector grid of 5 μm × 5 μm for

ore sizes of 40 to 180 μm. Notably, these micro-PIV measurements

ave not been validated by comparing the results with reference data

r calculations for the micromodel under study. Moreover, to the best

f our knowledge, micro-PIV measurements in more complex geome-

ries such the pore networks or realistic porous media replica have

ot been published yet.

In this work, we performed micro-PIV measurements in micro-

odels using simple optical equipment with efficient image acqui-

ition and processing. The experimental setup and the simulation

ork-flow are described in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the

ore-scale velocity distributions obtained in the case of a fully sat-

rated porous medium with a typical pore size of 5–40 μm. Exten-

ive comparisons among experimental and simulated results are pre-

ented to establish the accuracy and robustness of the experimental

ethod. In Section 4, we use the experimental setup with confidence

o investigate the dynamics of immiscible two-phase flow in porous

edia.

. Material and methods

In this section, we introduce our experimental framework and the

icro-PIV methodology we developed to measure the local velocity

istributions. Then, we present the numerical procedure used to ob-

ain reference solutions in the case of fully saturated micromodels.

.1. Experimental setup

.1.1. Micromodel

The experimental apparatus includes 2D etched micromodels

onnected to a syringe pump and placed under a microscope for
of immiscible two-phase flow in micromodels, Advances in Water
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup (left) and schematic of the micromodel (right) with a part a the homogeneous porous pattern (bottom, left) and the sandstone pattern (bottom, right),

grains are white and pore space is dark.
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D

ow visualization. The micromodels contain an etched flow pattern

hat enables the visualization of fluid movement at the pore scale.

wo different micromodel patterns are employed: the first repre-

ents 40 μm diameter cylindrical grains homogeneously distributed

ith 10 μm pore throats, and the second consists of a 1:1 realization

f pore sizes and pore shapes drawn from a sandstone thin section

ith grain sizes ranging from 30 to 200 μm and pore throat sizes as

arrow as 5 μm (see Fig. 1). The sandstone unit pattern of 1.8 mm

0.6 mm is repeated more than 200 times over the total area of

he micromodel. The micromodels contain also two microchannels of

00 μm width along the edges of the porous medium to allow fluids

o enter and exit at any point along the side of the porous medium.

or both micromodels, the total network dimension is 50 mm2, as

hown in Fig. 1. For the homogeneous and sandstone patterns, the

orosity is 0.42 and 0.52 respectively.

The micromodel pattern is etched onto silicon using standard

hotolithography techniques, with an etching depth of 12 μm. Holes

re then drilled into the silicon wafer at each corner of the mi-

romodel providing ports for the fluid exit and entry through

he fractures. The etched silicon wafer is thoroughly cleaned and

hen bonded to a glass plate. The silicon is oxidized during

onding, that results in a thin silicon dioxide layer that is wa-

er wet. Additional information about the micromodel fabrication

rocess is given by Hornbrook et al. [27] and Buchgraber et al.

14].

The micromodel is mounted in an aluminum holder and the fluid

ntry/exit ports are aligned to allow fluid delivery and production.

syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus Pump 11 Elite, accuracy ±0.5%)

onnected to a liquid vessel (Stainless Steel Syringe, Swagelock®)

ontaining water or oil provides a constant injection rate (from 5.10−4

o 1.10−1 mL/min) into the micromodel. The micromodel is then

laced under a Nikon ME600 microscope for flow visualization. Dif-

erent objective lenses are used either to track the motion of the flu-

ds in the micromodel at a macroscopic scale or to focus on the pore

cale. The magnification M and the numerical aperture NA of the ob-

ectives lens are: M = 4, M = 10, 20, 40 and NA = 0.13, 0.3, 0.45, 0.6,
Please cite this article as: S. Roman et al., Particle velocimetry analysis

Resources (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.advwatres.2015.08.015
espectively. The light source is a Metal Halide lamp, whereas a CCD

amera (Nikon Coolpix 5100, 640 × 480 pixels at 30 fps, 8-bits) is

sed to acquire image sequences. All the experiments are conducted

t room temperature and pressure.

.1.2. Fluids

We conduct different types of experiments. The first con-

ists of a single-phase flow, that is used to validate the

icro-PIV measurement methodology by comparison with

umerical simulation. The second is a two-phase drainage

xperiment.

We study single-phase flows through the micromodel for flow

ates ranging from 5.10−4 to 1.10−2 mL/min and Re �0.1 (Reynolds

umber based on the largest local velocity). In that case, the

uid under study is water seeded with Carboxylate Modified

atex (CML) micro-particles (Polybead Carboxylate Microsphere

μm diameter, Polysciences). The density of these particles is

lose to that of water (1.05 g/cm3) which minimizes sedimen-

ation. Moreover, CML particles have carboxyl surface functional

roups that give the particles hydrophilic surfaces and a nega-

ive charge at pH higher than 5. These properties minimize par-

icle aggregation and binding to the walls of the micromodel

3]. The seeding concentration was set at approximately 0.06% by

olume.

Thereafter, two-phase displacement experiments are conducted

sing water mixed with glycerol (65%/35% by weight) as the dis-

laced wetting fluid and n-heptane as the non-wetting displacing

uid. A UV-dye (brilliant yellow water dye, Wildfire) is added to the

etting phase in order to differentiate both phases (3% by weight).

he viscosity of the wetting fluid is μw = 2.7 cP and μnw = 0.417 cP

or the non-wetting fluid. A viscosity ratio M = μnw/μw = 0.15 re-

ults. The ratio of density is ρnw/ρw = 0.6. The Capillary number is

efined as Ca = μnwu/γ . The injection velocity is u = Q/A with A

eing the cross-sectional area, and Q the imposed flow rate, Q =
.5 × 10−3 mL/min. The cross-sectional area is defined as A = W ×
× φ, with W = 50 mm, D = 0.010 mm the width and depth of the
of immiscible two-phase flow in micromodels, Advances in Water
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Fig. 2. Homogeneous pattern micromodel: interface between the porous matrix and the fracture. (A) One of the original images acquired with the camera (× 20 magnification).

(B) Reference image of the background after image processing. (C) Binary image of the grains. (D) Image of the particles.
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micromodel, respectively, and φ the porosity of the micromodel. The

interfacial tension γ is in the range 30–50 dynes/cm for this fluid pair,

according to [17]. This leads to Ca ≈ 1 × 10−6. This range of parame-

ters is representative of CO2/brine systems in subsurface aquifer con-

ditions [10,17,44].

2.1.3. Image processing

Sequences of images of particle displacement are recorded using

the experimental setup presented above. Compared to standard PIV

experiments, we rely neither upon fluorescence from the tracer parti-

cles nor on illumination provided by a laser. The raw recorded images

(Fig. 2a) are not directly amenable to PIV measurements, due to back-

ground noise, low illumination and the presence of the all-important

grains. Therefore, effective image pre-processing is required to detect

the grains, to remove the background in the pore space and to make

the particles bright enough. This pre-treatment allows us to obtain

sequences of images that contain only the information regarding par-

ticle displacement, see the movies [54] obtained without using any

fluorescent particles and optical filters commonly used in standard

PIV measurements. This image processing work-flow is performed

using MATLAB®’s Image Processing Toolbox. First, each original im-

age (Fig. 2a) of the sequence is converted to grayscale levels. Then,

the light intensity fluctuations that may occur over the duration of

the sequence are corrected. We also apply a filter using pixel-wise

adaptive Wiener filtering [38] to remove the noise. Thereafter, the

background image, that corresponds to the average image for the du-

ration of the sequence, is calculated (Fig. 2b). From this background

image, the grain edges are detected using binarization and morpho-

logical operations [61], see Fig. 2c. This binary image is used to cali-

brate the experimental images, and to transform spatially the experi-

mental images (rotation, flip), so that they are aligned with the mask

images used for the simulations. Then, the background (Fig. 2b) and

the grains (Fig. 2c) are subtracted from each image of the sequence,

and the final images contain only information related to the moving

particles (Fig. 2d). Finally, an intensity histogram filter is applied to

highlight in focus particles and remove highly defocused ones [56].

2.1.4. Micro-PIV measurements

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a technique widely used in

hydrodynamics to map the flows in a fluid. PIV results in the ac-

curate quantitative measurement of fluid velocity vectors at a very

large number of points simultaneously [1]. The principle of PIV is to

record two images of the flow of particles separated by a short time

interval. Images are subdivided into many small interrogation win-

dows. The displacements of interrogation windows between the two

images are determined through spatial cross-correlation (Fig. 3). Ve-

locity is merely found by dividing the particle displacements by the

time between images. Although simple, this operation has to be per-

formed carefully. Indeed, the time interval between two images has
Please cite this article as: S. Roman et al., Particle velocimetry analysis

Resources (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.advwatres.2015.08.015
o be long enough to enable the displacement between the images of

he tracer particles to be determined with sufficient resolution, but

hort enough to avoid excessive deformation of the pattern formed

y particles from one image to the next one. In our case, the time

elay ranges from 30 to 120 ms according to particle velocities, i.e.,

ccording to the imposed flow rate. The delay between images is cho-

en so that the maximum displacement of particles from one frame

o the other is about 3 particle diameters. The process is repeated for

ll regions in the flow field to obtain the instantaneous velocity distri-

ution [50]. For micro-PIV measurements, the ability of the objective

ens of the microscope to focus only on one plane at a time is used.

n our case, the thickness over which moving particles are imaged

s on the order of the thickness of the micromodel (≈ 10 μm). Thus,

he micromodel is assumed to be 2-dimensional, and the velocities

re measured for only one focal plane that corresponds to the whole

hickness.

We perform micro-PIV measurements with PIVlab a MATLAB®

ool [67]. This tool allows image pre-processing to improve the

easurement quality before the actual image correlation takes place

66], we applied a contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization

nd an adaptive wiener denoise filter. A direct Fourier transform

orrelation with multiple passes and deforming windows algorithm

s then used for the cross-correlation of the image data. The first

ass uses relatively large interrogation windows to calculate the dis-

lacement of the image data. The larger the interrogation windows,

he better the signal-to-noise ratio, and the more robust is the cross

orrelation. Large interrogation windows, however, lead to very low

ector resolution and to a lack of accuracy in the case of large velocity

radients of particles through the windows. That is why the size of

he interrogation windows is reduced in the following iterations.

he first coarse correlation pass locally offsets the interrogation

indow for the subsequent passes. This iterative procedure leads to

ignificantly larger vector resolutions, a high signal-to-noise ratio,

nd a large dynamic velocity range [66]. We use three passes, starting

ith a large interrogation window and dividing this size by a factor

f two for each subsequent pass. The size of the last (smallest)

nterrogation window is determined by the spatial resolution of the

mages, i.e. depending on the microscope magnification that is used,

uch that at least 3 particles are contained within the window, and

eading to more than one vector per particle size. For example, when

he magnification is × 40, the spatial resolution of the images is

.11 μm/pixel which leads to an image particle diameter of 9 pixels.

n that case, the smallest interrogation window is 32 × 32 pixels.

or a magnification × 10, the spatial resolution of the images is

.4 μm/pixel and the image particle diameter is 2.5 pixels. Then, the

mallest interrogation window is decreased to 16 × 16 pixels. This

ay, the size of the interrogation window is small enough, so that the

article displacement in the area is uniform, while the interrogation

indow is large enough so that it contains sufficient information
of immiscible two-phase flow in micromodels, Advances in Water
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Fig. 3. Principle of the PIV technique.
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or the calculation [39]. Finally, the interrogation windows are

rranged at 50% overlap [2]. Post-processing of the measurements

s performed by filtering outlier data and applying a local median

lter [66]. Micro-PIV measurements usually suffer from low particle

mage density, thus to ensure fully converged measurements, time

veraging over at least 50 image pairs is performed in the case of

teady flows to increase the number of particle images contributing

o a micro-PIV evaluation [39]. This averaging method, however, does

ot apply for unstable flows, as discussed in Section 3. An example

f the velocity vector field obtained, after averaging over 50 PIV re-

lizations, in the homogeneous pattern for a single phase flow at the

nterface between the fracture and the porous medium is shown in

ig. 3.

.1.5. Interface tracking

For two-phase experiments, the position of the interface was

racked to determine its velocity during interfacial jumps. For this,

he position of the interface is visually detected from one frame

o the other, the velocity is determined at the tip of the jumping

nterface.
ig. 4. Geometries and flow directions (yellow arrows) used for the numerical

imulations. (A) Homogeneous geometry at the interface fracture-porous medium.

B) Sandstone geometry. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure

egend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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.2. Numerical simulation

To validate the velocity measurements from micro-PIV, we

ompare in Section 3 the experimental data with 2D numerical sim-

lations of the flow through the different geometries under consider-

tion in the case of fully-saturated micromodels. After this validation

tage is performed, we use micro-PIV with confidence to investigate

ultiphase flow dynamics. For the simulations, we use the compu-

ational fluid dynamics toolbox OpenFOAM® [28,68]. To reduce the

omputational effort of these simulations, we consider representa-

ive elementary volumes with periodic boundary conditions instead

f the entire micromodels. Fig. 4a depicts the pattern we have used to

imulate the flow in the homogeneous micromodel. The top/bottom

oundaries and the left/right boundaries are defined as a pair of cyclic

onditions, respectively. Fig. 4b illustrates the representative pattern

f the sandstone micromodel, for the simulation this pattern has been

urrounded by a very thin layer of void space in order to apply cyclic

oundary conditions. This surrounding layer is thin enough (less

han 3 μm) to have a very low impact on the flow simulation results.

hen, each simulation follows the same protocol as described below.

First, the void space is gridded with snappyHexMesh, the mesh

eneration utility provided with OpenFOAM®. This tool grids highly

omplex geometries with a maximum of hexahedral cells. Due to the

umerous narrow throats that appear in complex porous media, in

articular for the sandstone sample, the mesh quality is of great im-

ortance. As a general rule, these narrow capillary-like pores have

o be gridded using at least 10 cells. Mesh convergence analysis has

een performed in order to ensure that the simulation results are not

ffected by the size of the mesh. The final grids of the two different

omains contain about 500 × 103 cells (homogeneous pattern) and

4 × 106 cells (sandstone pattern).

Then, the solution of the flow problem is obtained by solving the

tokes equations. The continuity equation for an incompressible fluid

eads,

· v = 0, (1)

nd the momentum equation in the creeping flow regime with neg-

igible gravitational effects reads,

= −∇ p̃ + μ∇2v − μ
12

h2
v + �P

L
e0. (2)

n these equations, v stands for the fluid velocity field averaged over

he micromodel thickness and p̃ is the deviation to the averaged pres-

ure field over the periodic domain. The last term of the right hand

ide, �P
L e0, stands for a macroscopic pressure drop per unit length

nd allows the use of periodic conditions for both v and p̃ at the inlet

nd outlet of the computational domain. The vector e0 determines

he average flow field orientation and is set to e0 = 1√
2

(−1
1

)
in order
of immiscible two-phase flow in micromodels, Advances in Water
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Fig. 5. Single phase flow at the interface porous matrix/fracture. Comparison between

micro-PIV measurements and numerical results. The bold arrow reflects the flow di-

rection. Magnification 20×. Experimental vector resolution is 2.2 μm × 2.2 μm.
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to match the experimental conditions. The term �P
L governs the

magnitude of the mass flow rate. We chose its value in order to be

as close as possible to the experimental data. It is not very important

to have an accurate value for �P
L , because we are safely in the creep-

ing flow regime, where the streamlines embrace the porous solid

structure and are not deformed by the (single-phase) flow. For slow

flow, the velocity ratios remain constant regardless of the value of
�P

L . We base our quantitative analysis on these ratios. The Darcy-like

term μ 12
h2 v is a Hele-Shaw correction [32] to account for the 3D

effects of the micromodel, basically we assume a Poiseuille profile

in the depth of the micromodel. Consequently, all the simulation

results are – in essence – integrated over the micromodel depth. The

boundary conditions at the interface between the solid and the fluid

are defined as no-slip conditions.

The governing equations (Eqs. (1) and (2)) are discretized using a

finite-volume method and solved using the SIMPLE pressure veloc-

ity coupling procedure developed by Patankar [46]. We adapted the

existing simpleFoam solver to integrate the pressure drop source term

and the Hele-Shaw correction in the momentum equation.The under-

relaxation factors were set to 0.2 for pressure and 0.9 for velocity. The

simulations were considered to be fully converged when the residual

was below 10−9.

3. Validation of the micro-PIV measurements in micromodels

As discussed in the previous sections, it is important to check the

accuracy of the experimental measurements. For that purpose, we

conducted single-phase flow experiments and compared measured

velocities with numerical simulation for which the numerical models

are now well established and serve as reference data. We then discuss

the accuracy and robustness of the methodology and its extension to

two-phase flow measurements.

3.1. Validation of the micro-PIV measurements in micromodels

In the following, we consider different pore geometries and differ-

ent magnifications. In order to compare the experimental and numer-

ical results, the velocity magnitude (Umag), the displacement along

x axis (Ux) and the displacement along y axis (Uy) are normalized by

their maximal value in the area under study, respectively max(Umag),
max(Ux) and max(Uy). Note that even though larger domains have

been computed, only smaller portions are shown to enhance the

visualization.

In Fig. 2 and in supplementary materials [54] we present images

and a movie of the particles moving around the grains. We see clearly

that there was no agglomeration of particles and frozen images of

particles are recorded. Note that, for micro-PIV out of focus particles

appear in the recorded images. That is why the particles that are in

focus appear as small, well-defined bright dots, whereas the particles

that are slightly out of focus are larger and blurred [2].

Prior to comparing micro-PIV results with numerical simulations,

we compared them to manual tracking of the particles at different

locations in the area under study. This step allowed us to adjust our

optimized parameters for the implementation of the PIV and to ver-

ify that the measured velocity magnitudes were appropriate. Micro-

PIV measurements were also compared successfully to PTV (Particle

Tracking Velocimetry) measurements when possible. For further and

more accurate validations, only the comparison with numerical sim-

ulations are presented in this manuscript.

In Fig. 5, we present the results obtained in the homogenous pat-

tern when looking at the interface between the porous matrix and the

fracture. Experimentally, the water is seeded with micro-particles,

and flow is imposed across the diagonal of the micromodel at a flow

rate of 5.10−4 mL/min. The velocity magnitude, the displacement

along the x direction, and the displacement along the y are repre-

sented for both experiments (Fig. 5, left) and simulation (Fig. 5, right).
Please cite this article as: S. Roman et al., Particle velocimetry analysis

Resources (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.advwatres.2015.08.015
he flow patterns are in very good agreement between the PIV results

nd the numerical simulations. Moreover, if we calculate the ratio be-

ween the maximal velocity in the fracture and the maximal velocity

n the porous media, we find 2.05 experimentally and 1.99 with the

imulations, which leads to a 3% relative error in this particular case.

In Figs. 6–8, we present the results obtained in the sandstone

attern. Experimentally, image sequences were recorded at different

ocations in the micromodel and with different magnifications. The

ater is still seeded with micro-particles flowing through the mi-

romodel at 45° relative to the normal and an imposed flow rate of

.10−4 mL/min. As previously, we look at the velocity magnitude, the

isplacement along x and displacement along y, normalized by the

aximum value in the area under study. Velocity profiles are also

ompared. With the lower magnification (10 ×, Fig. 6), the experi-

ental vector resolution is one vector each 3.2 μm, which means a

ector grid of 3.2 μ m × 3.2 μ m. We see clearly that the flow pat-

erns are similar in the experiments and the simulations. For a mag-

ification of 20 × (Fig. 7), the resolution is now a 2.2 μm × 2.2 μm

ector grid. Finally at 40 × (Fig. 8), for which only a small area of the

orous medium is accessible, the vector resolution is one vector each

.8 μm. The agreement between the experimental and simulation ve-

ocity distributions is good, given the difficulty of the micro-dynamics

n natural complex porous media. Some differences are explained be-

ause of the much greater vector resolution of the simulation results.

hat is, the simulated velocity distributions are somewhat sharper as

ompared to the slightly smeared distributions found experimentally.

oreover we found the agreement very good when comparing veloc-

ty profiles. Especially, close to the grains and in pore throats, where

luster of particles can be distorted within the interrogation window
of immiscible two-phase flow in micromodels, Advances in Water
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Fig. 6. Single phase flow in sandstone geometry. Comparison of velocity distributions between micro-PIV measurements (A) and numerical results (B). Comparison of velocity

profiles plotted along the white dotted line (C). Flow is 45° from top left to bottom right. Magnification 10×. Experimental vector resolution is 3 μm × 3 μm.
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or PIV calculation, the agreement is correct (Fig. 6, C). In large pore

paces, the agreement is very good (Fig. 8, C).

.2. Robustness of the micro-PIV measurements

To ensure high-quality micro-PIV experiments, the parameters for

he PIV analysis, the optical system, and the particles have to be cho-

en carefully [39], otherwise the measured velocities are not repre-

entative of the actual velocities of the flow. Here, we discuss these

arameters and their implications in our study.

According to the objective and camera properties we used, the size

f the image of a particle is 2–8 pixels in diameter. This well satisfies

he condition that the particle image should be resolved over at least

–3 pixels [60]. Another key factor that determines errors in micro-

IV measurements is the choice of the tracing particles [39]. They

ust be at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the typical

ore size. In our case, the smallest pore size is 10 μm, and the parti-

le diameter is 1 μm. Particles need to follow the flow; the response

ime for the 1 μm particles is calculated to be 6.10−2 μs in water and

.10−2 μs in the water/glycerol mixture [39]. These times are signifi-

antly smaller than the smallest time-scales in the flow (>1 μs). This

nsures that the tracing particles flow with the fluid. Moreover, there

ight be Brownian motion that limits the minimum particle size in

icro-PIV. The error due to Brownian motion relative to the mean

isplacement is calculated following the guidelines provided by [39].

n this work, the relative error due to Brownian motion reaches a

aximum of 5 × 10−4% in water and 3 × 10−4% in the mixture water–

lycerol [69].
Please cite this article as: S. Roman et al., Particle velocimetry analysis
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Another concern in PIV measurements is the finite depth of field

hat results in an underestimation of the midplane velocity, vmid. In

act, in micro-PIV the entire volume of the flow-field is illuminated,

esulting in all of the particles in the field of view, i.e. in the depth

f the micromodel, contributing to the image. Thus, particle tracers

way from the central plane also contribute to computing the cor-

elation peak. Adrian [45] introduced the depth-of-correlation, an

xperimental parameter to estimate the out-of-focus particles that

ignificantly contribute to the correlation function. Our experimental

evice represents a special case where the depth of correlation

s of the same order of magnitude as the depth of our channels

nd a Poiseuille-type flow profile is expected in the depth of the

icromodel. Thus, this entire range of velocities is imaged and

ll the particles in the depth of the micromodel contribute to the

orrelation peak. As described previously, to overcome this problem,

mage pre-processing was performed to highlight the particles that

re in focus (i.e. at the central plane), and to remove poorly resolved

articles. It is well-established that this procedure significantly

nhances the quality of the PIV analysis [56,66]. The effect of out-

f-focus particles, however, can still lead to an underestimation of

he measured velocity [29,57]. The ratio of the measured (vpiv
mid

) to

he true velocity at the centerline, α = vpiv
mid

/vmid, depends on the

hannel depth, on the optical system (magnification, numerical

perture, refractive index of the lens immersion liquid) and on the

ize of the particles [47]. Because the depth of our micromodels is

he same everywhere, we expect that this ratio α, predicting the

nderestimation, remains the same across the whole domain for

given magnification, and is greater than 0.6 [47]. In summary,
of immiscible two-phase flow in micromodels, Advances in Water
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Fig. 7. Single phase flow in sandstone geometry. Comparison of velocity distributions between micro-PIV measurements (A) and numerical results (B). Comparison of velocity

profiles plotted along the white dotted line (C). Flow is 45° from top left to bottom right. Magnification 20×. Experimental vector resolution is 2.2 μm × 2.2 μm.

Fig. 8. Single phase flow in sandstone geometry. Comparison of velocity distributions between micro-PIV measurements (A) and numerical results (B). Comparison of velocity

profiles plotted along the white dotted line (C). Flow is 45° from top left to bottom right. Magnification 40×. Experimental vector resolution is 1.76 μm × 1.76 μm.

Please cite this article as: S. Roman et al., Particle velocimetry analysis of immiscible two-phase flow in micromodels, Advances in Water
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Fig. 9. Micro-PIV measurements in sandstone geometry for a single phase flow. (A)

Velocity distribution for 5 image pairs average (same experiment as shown in Fig. 7).

(B) Velocity measured by PIV over time at two different positions (#1 and #2) in the

micromodel for a single phase flow experiment, for 5 image pair average (N = 5) and

50 image pair average (N = 50).
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xperimental data give us αvmid, and for numerical simulation the

ean velocity is considered (= 2
3 vmid). As we compared normalized

elocity distributions, the difference between 2/3 and α is of no

onsequence to the results presented. This fact is confirmed by the

ood agreement between numerical simulations and experimental

esults.

.3. Extension to measurements for unstable flows

The micro-PIV measurements are validated and optimized for

he single-phase flow case by ensuring high-quality micro-PIV ex-

eriments and by comparing the results with numerical simulation.

his validation enables us to then investigate two-phase flow mech-

nisms with confidence with the micro-PIV setup developed. How-

ver, there are several questions regarding the extension of micro-PIV

easurements from stable to unstable flow. The first concern relates

o changes in velocity over time which can take place abruptly. In-

eed to obtain the velocity vector field from our sequences of images

e used to average over at least 50 image pairs, which is not feasi-

le for unstable flows. Therefore, we performed micro-PIV measure-

ents for a stable single phase flow case, then the results are aver-

ged over 1 to 500 image pairs. Our results (Fig. 9) show that 5 image

airs are enough to represent adequately the actual velocity distribu-

ion and magnitude. We present in Fig. 9(A) the velocity distribution

or the experiment shown in Fig. 7, if we average over 5 image pairs

nstead of 50 image pairs (Fig. 7). For a single-phase flow experiment,

e also present the velocity magnitude measured by PIV over time at

wo different positions in the micromodel when averaging over N = 5

r N = 50 image pairs (Fig. 9, B). Each point at time t represents the

verage velocity for N PIV realizations, so there is one velocity mea-

urement every N frames. The relative error between averaging over

or 50 pairs are equal to 6.5% and 12% for position 1 and 2, respec-

ively. The standard deviation of the velocity over time, that is due

ssentially to measurement errors and to the accuracy of the syringe

ump, is about 4% for both positions for 50 image pair averaging and

s about 12% for both positions for 5 image pair averaging. Thus, to

verage 5 PIV realizations appears reasonable to represent the actual

elocity.
Please cite this article as: S. Roman et al., Particle velocimetry analysis
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Then, in our study of unstable flows, we average over 5 con-

ecutive micro-PIV measurements. In most cases, the time scale

orresponding to 5 image pairs is smaller than the time scale of

he perturbations of the flow. This procedure ensures that data is

ot smoothed too much and that changes in velocity over time are

epresented accurately. The second concern is the changes in velocity

agnitude that may occur during unstable two-phase flows. If the

articles move too fast, or too slow, from one image to the other,

t is difficult to capture their velocity with micro-PIV. Thus, time

elay between the image pairs is chosen to ensure a good micro-PIV

easurement based on the mean velocity of the flow. If the velocity

f the flow decreases over time and becomes very low, we perform

first PIV measurement to measure the larger velocities, then a

econd measurement is performed to measure accurately the lower

elocities, as far as possible, by increasing the time delay between

mage pairs. Both measurements are then combined. On the contrary

hen very fast events happen during two-phase displacements (like

ome Haines jumps), we are not able to measure the velocity with

icro-PIV. In fact, the frame rate of the camera is limited to 30 fps,

hich is not sufficient to capture such rapid events. In that case, we

ave a lack of velocity measurements for the time step corresponding

o the acceleration, that can be resolved by using a high speed video

amera. We are able, however, to evaluate the velocity of these events

y tracking the interface displacement from one image to the other.

Micro-PIV measurements in micromodels have been validated by

omparing experimental and simulation data in the case of single-

hase flow. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that

his kind of measurements are performed in micromodels with pore

hroat sizes less than 10 μm and with a vector resolution of roughly

μm. In addition, micro-PIV measurements are performed using

ery simple equipment including: a standard camera, an optical mi-

roscope, and polymer particles. Thus, these measurements are easily

eproducible in any lab. We now investigate two-phase flow mecha-

isms in micromodels with high accuracy.

. Investigation of two-phase flow mechanisms using micro-PIV

In this section, we use the micro-PIV technique to investigate two-

hase flow mechanisms in complex porous media. Drainage experi-

ents under unfavorable viscosity ratio, i.e. mobility ratio that causes

ow instabilities, have been conducted for which the density and

iscosity ratio between both fluids are representative of CO2/brine

ystems under aquifer conditions [17]. The wetting fluid is seeded

ith micro-particles and a UV-dye is added in order to differenti-

te both phases. The micromodel is first saturated with the wetting

hase. Then, we inject the non-wetting phase at the desired flow rate

.5.10−3 mL/min. Once the second phase enters the micromodel, we

ecord movies at different locations and different magnifications in

he micromodel by following the interface progression. Because the

on-wetting phase is not seeded with micro-particles, we do not im-

ge flow patterns within that phase. We measured the velocity fields

ithin the wetting phase and we tracked the interface movements.

.1. Instabilities of the wetting phase

After the arrival of the oil interface in the micromodel (t0), the

ow is progressively perturbed in the micromodel. Our first observa-

ion is that, close to the interface migration areas, the flow organi-

ation is dramatically altered compared with the single-phase case.

n Fig. 10, we present the velocity distributions for a single phase

ow (A) and for the wetting phase during the two-phase experiment

B), at the time of the arrival of the oil interface just upstream of this

rea (C), 6 min after t0. The flow directions and intensities are clearly

erturbed compared to single-phase flow. Fig. 11 shows the first (A,

op) and the last (A, bottom) images of a movie recorded during the

rainage. The grains are black, the water phase is green with black
of immiscible two-phase flow in micromodels, Advances in Water
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Fig. 10. Velocity magnitude distribution and velocity vectors for a single phase flow case (left) and of the wetting phase during a drainage experiment (middle). Right: image of the

flow, grains are gray, water is green with particles, oil is white, the oil interface, highlighted in red, just arrives upstream this porous area. Arrow: flow direction. (For interpretation

of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 11. Two-phase flow experiment. (A) First image t = t1 + 0 s (top, arrow: flow direction), last imaget = t0 + 60 s (bottom) of the sequence, with t1 = 10 min the time elapsed

between the arrival of the oil interface in the micromodel and the recording of the sequence of images at this location. (B) Plotted streamlines for t = t1 + 45 − 60 s. (C) Displacement

along x (Ux , blue) and y (Uy , red) as a function of time for the positions 1, 2 and 3 depicted in A. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of this article).
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particles, and the non-wetting phase appears white. At the beginning

of this sequence, 10 min after t0, the area under study is saturated

with water. At this moment, we see clearly that the particles flow

back and forth in the pore areas, even before the passage of the in-

terface. The oil-phase enters the area 14 seconds after the start of

the recording by the top left corner (point 1, Fig. 11). Twenty seconds

later, the oil phase enters the porous area by the bottom edges of the

image (point 2, Fig. 11). At the end, we have areas with water (as in

point 3, Fig. 11) and areas filled with oil (see movie [54]). In Fig. 11,

C we present the displacement along x and y measured by micro-PIV

as a function of time for each of these three positions. We see clearly

the perturbations of the velocity in the wetting phase. When the non-

wetting phase enters the first area, the wetting phase is pushed and

we observe its acceleration. After the passage of the interface in this

area, because the oil phase is not seeded, we can no longer see par-

ticles and so the plotted data stop abruptly for position 1 (Fig. 11,

plot data for position 1). Then, large perturbations are recorded at

the second location (Fig. 11, position 2). After the passage of the in-

terface, there are still some perturbations and they become smaller,
Please cite this article as: S. Roman et al., Particle velocimetry analysis
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s can be seen at the third location. These back and forth movements

nly occur at the vicinity of the interface between the fluids, due to

he interface migration, they do not occur in the inlet channel of our

icromodel and far from the interface. Thus, it is unlikely that this

ehavior is induced by the syringe pump and we are measuring an

ffect related to the advancing interface. As reported previously by

lois et al. [11,12], this behavior suggests that pressure instabilities

nd their propagation further downstream are induced by the Haines

umps that perturb the wetting phase. In fact, the structure of the

ow is perturbed before the actual passage of the interface. More-

ver, these instabilities continue during the entire passage of the in-

erface, in agreement with Blois et al. [11]. It is likely a consequence

f the Haines jumps: for a given time the interface is quasi-static

hile pushed by the non-wetting phase. Because the pressure in the

on-wetting phase keeps increasing due to the injection, the parti-

les move forward slightly. Then, at one point, the pressure locally

verpasses the threshold defined by the Young–Laplace law [37]

nd the non-wetting phase suddenly passes through a throat, in-

ades a pore and we can see the acceleration of the particles in the
of immiscible two-phase flow in micromodels, Advances in Water
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Fig. 12. Two-phase flow experiment: images at different time steps, the interface be-

tween both fluids is highlighted in red. Bottom: velocity as a function of time in the

water phase measured by micro-PIV, at the location shown by the white cross (first

image top left). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the

reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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etting phase. The pressure is immediately relaxed all along the in-

erface, resulting in a backward movement. This pressure instability

ay be propagate several pores downstream. This is reminiscent of

he theoretical and experimental study of Morrow [42] who showed

hat during invasion of the pore space, the development of unstable

nterface configurations cause small oscillations in pressure. These

bservations suggest that flow perturbations throughout the whole

orous medium are driven by local pressure gradients that continu-

usly change in intensity and direction [11]. On the other hand, the

aths taken by the non-wetting phase redistribute the flow with the

etting fluid switching direction and magnitude. This also leads to

ow instabilities when the wetting phase is pushed into different di-

ections by the surrounding interface. These phenomena emphasize

he importance of taking into account local mechanisms related to

he drainage pressure and macroscopic effects linked with the topol-

gy of the non-wetting fluid [37].

.2. Interface displacement

We now focus on the interface displacement for the same se-

uence of images as considered before (Fig. 11). In Fig. 12 we show

mages of the advancing interface at different time steps, the interface

etween both fluids is highlighted in red. In this figure we also plot-

ed the velocity measured by micro-PIV as a function of time at the
Please cite this article as: S. Roman et al., Particle velocimetry analysis
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ocation shown in the first image (white cross). After 14 s of recording

n which only water was present in this pore area, the oil interface ar-

ives (Fig. 12A). We estimated the velocity of the jump at 550 μm/s

y tracking the position of the tip of the interface at successive time

teps during the jump. Then, the interface stays at equilibrium in this

ore, stopped by the grain geometry. During this step, the particles

n the water phase are still moving with large oscillations in velocity.

fter 4 s (18 s of recording), the interface arrives in the second loca-

ion, as shown in Fig. 12B at a velocity of approximately 505 μm/s.

he interface remains at equilibrium position in that area for more

han 10 seconds and finally enters another pore of the area (Fig. 12C)

t a velocity of 130μm/s that decreases to 75μm/s as the interface

eaches its final position (last frame in C). The first interface entries

n this pore area are really fast and sudden. They are preceded and

ollowed by significant perturbations of the velocity in the wetting

hase. Then, the porous domain is filled with oil and water, the water

oves very slowly and the oil interface enters the area much more

radually than previously, in fact it encounters more resistance to the

ow. The mean velocity of the water phase, far from the arriving in-

erface is around 20–100 μm/s that leads to a local Reynolds num-

er (based on the pore throat characteristic length) Re in the order

0−5–10−4. During the passage of the interface Re can be as high as

× 10−2, i.e. 2–3 order of magnitude greater but still in the Stokes

egime.

As stated by Moebius and Or [41] such fast jumps have been

nown for more than 80 years [25,42]. Recently, some authors have

ocused on the study of the dynamics of these interfacial jumps [5,41].

learly further investigations are needed to describe properly this

henomenon and understand its consequences at the different scales.

he micro-PIV setup we have developed offers new possibilities to

haracterize accurately the complex microdynamics of the jumps.

.3. Recirculations

As expected for a drainage process, clusters of the wetting phase

emain trapped in the asperities of the rock replica after the pores are

nvaded by the oil. Interestingly, this residual saturation is not immo-

ile, which is contrary to what is commonly accepted; instead, recir-

ulating motion is observed, until the end of the recording, i.e.at least

0 s. Fig. 11 shows the streamlines computed from the PIV measure-

ents at the end of the experiment, i.e. from t = 45 to t = 60 s for one

pecific location. Here, the wetting phase is entrapped surrounded by

ither solid walls, or oil. The grains appear dark, the wetting phase

reen, and the non-wetting phase is gray. The non-wetting phase and

he grains are differentiated from the wetting phase because no ve-

ocity is measured by micro-PIV. To our knowledge, these are the first

easurements of dissipative recirculations during two phase flow in

orous media using this technique. These recirculations are not an

solated phenomenon and have been observed over the entire micro-

odel.

They are quite similar to lid-driven cavity flow where the shear

tress exerted by the flowing oil transmits enough momentum to al-

ow the circular movement of the trapped wetting phase. Basically,

he velocity of the fluids interface is equal to the flowing phase (oil).

t the same time, the mean velocity of the trapped droplet is equal

o zero. As a result, there is a circulation going through the trapped

uid due to the shear stress caused by the momentum transfer from

he oil to the trapped glycerin water via the interface. See for instance

eatus et al. [9] for more details about the physics of recirculations in

droplet moving slower than the outer stream.

These observations may have consequences in the modeling of

O2 sequestration processes. Indeed because we use analog fluids

n the parameter range of interest for CO2 sequestration in deep

quifers, we can expect a similar behavior with supercritical CO2 and

rine. For instance, the pore-to-pore methodology based on micro-

T images of trapped CO combined with numerical simulations
2
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proposed by Andrew et al. [4] to predict the re-mobilization mech-

anisms of the ganglia might be improved by considering the shear

stress at the fluids interfaces. At the field scale, in particular in the

presence of a large number of ganglia, these recirculations may have

consequences to model the two-phase flow. Indeed, the invading

phase may experience an increase of the pressure drop because the

shear stress with the trapped wetting phase is a viscous dissipative

force. This pressure drop is then a function of the viscosity ratio and

of the fluid–fluid momentum exchange area [20,55]. In such case,

the viscous dissipative forces should be explicitly included in the

multiphase extension of Darcy’s law [8,22,33,48,70] and not disre-

garded contrary to what is usually accepted as discussed by Zarcone

and Lenormand [71] and Dullien [22]. These recirculating phenom-

ena may also have implications for multicomponent mass transport

by enhancing mixing, or accelerating surface reactions such as disso-

lution mechanisms.

This work has emphasized that such dissipative mechanisms

could not have been observed without particles in the wetting phase.

Additional experiments are needed to shed more light on the con-

sequences of these phenomena at the different scales. We hope to

clarify the flow patterns in both phases by extending the micro-PIV

technique to the two phases simultaneously.

5. Conclusion

We developed and thoroughly validated a micro-PIV system that

allows for a better understanding and characterization of the micro-

dynamics of complex flows. The detailed temporal and spatial dis-

tributions of the pore-scale velocity field are obtained using sim-

ple equipment compared with conventional micro-PIV systems. Thus,

these measurements are easily reproducible in any lab. Micro-PIV

measurements are performed in micromodels with pore throat sizes

less than 10 microns and with a vector resolution of roughly 1μm,

for the first time. The experimental measurements are in very good

agreement with numerical simulations of steady single-phase flow

for which the numerical models are well established. Thereafter,

micro-PIV is used with confidence to investigate immiscible two-

phase flow properties in porous media with high accuracy.

Our first efforts show that we are able to analyze the velocities for

unstable immiscible two-phase flows. The micro-PIV measurements

during a drainage experiment have already shown unusual behaviors.

In particular, for an unfavorable mobility ratio we find that the flow

patterns are highly perturbed compared to single-phase flow. More-

over, the flow patterns within the wetting displaced fluid are per-

turbed before the actual passage of the interface by local and macro-

scopic effects. In addition, for the first time we were able to quan-

tify the velocity of dissipative recirculations during two-phase flow.

These results are potentially important for accurate numerical repre-

sentation of processes such as CO2 injection into saline aquifers and

mixing of CO2 with the resident brine. The observation of these dis-

sipative events opens new lines of research and deserves further ex-

periments and modeling to understand fully their behavior and to

characterize their consequences at the different scales.

With this experimental device, we can now provide reliable data

to validate numerical two-phase flow simulations that are still in de-

velopment.
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